
ICT SECTOR - INDUSTRY CODES

NAICS DESCRIPTIONS NAICS CODE IMAD DESCRIPTIONS IMAD CODE

Manufacturing Industries

1. Commercial and service industry machinery 33331 Commercial and service industry machinery 3333

2. Computer and peripheral equipment 33411 Computer and peripheral equipment 3341

3. Telephone apparatus 33421 Telephone apparatus 33421

4. Radio and television broadcasting and 33422 Radio and television broadcasting and 33422
wireless communications equipment wireless communications equipment

5. Semiconductor and other electronic components 33441 Semiconductor and other electronic components 3344

6. Navigational, measuring, medical, and 33451 Audio, video and other instruments (GDP is 334X
control instrumentation only available as the sum of these two industries)

7. Audio and video equipment 33431

8. Communication and energy wire and cable 33592 Communication and energy wire and cable 33592

Service Industries

1. Software publishers 51121 Software publishers 5112

2. Telecommunications services 5133 Telecommunications 5133

3. Data processing services 51421 Data processing services 5142

4. Computer systems design and related services 54151 Computer systems design and related services 5415

5. Other information services 51419 Other information services 5141-B

6. Cable and other program distribution 51322 Adjustments made to remove the pay and 5132-ICT
specialty TV portion of IMAD's industry Pay TV,
specialty TV and program distribution.

7. Electronic and precision equipment repair and 81121 It is not possible to break out the ICT component of N/A
maintenance IMAD's industry total Repair and maintenance (811).

8. Computer, computer peripheral and prepackaged 41731 The GDP for these three industries is not available 417-ICT
software wholesaling individually.  We only have GDP available for total

9. Electronic components, navigational and commu- 41732 wholesale trade.  Special ratios were obtained
nications equipment and supplies wholesaling from the annual Input/Output tables to produce an

10. Office and store machinery and equipment 41791 ICT portion of Wholesale trade.
wholesaling

11. Office machinery and equipment rental 53242 There is no GDP available at this level of detail. 532X-ICT
and leasing Special ratios were obtained from the annual

Input/Output tables to produce an ICT portion of
Rental and leasing and lessors of non-financial
intangible assets.


